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Ella van heemstra

Ella van Himstrabaronis van Himstrabella van Himstra (1900-06-12)12 June 1900, Fla. Guilderland, Netherlands 26 August 1984 (1984-08-26) (84 years) Tolushinas, Vaud, SwitzerlandBorisressposbos (s) Junker Hendrik Gustav Adolf Quarles van Oford (M 1920; div. 1925) Joseph Victor Anthony Ruston (M. 1926; div. 1939) Case of Ian Quarles van UffordAlexander UffordAuds
van UffordFatherbaron Aarnoud van HeemstraMotherBarones van AsbeckOccupationSialite and volunteer worker BaronesElla van Hempstra, DStJ (June 12, 1900 - August 26, 1984) was a Dutch aristocrat and a British mother actress Audrey Hepburn. After marrying Joseph Victor Anthony Ruston, she became a British citizen. Ella van Hemstra's biography was a Dutch aristocrat
and a third of five daughters of Baron Arnaud van Himstra, who was mayor of Arnhem from 1910 to 1920 and served twice as the Royal Governor of Suriname between 1921 and 1928. Ella Ellbrig's mother was Wilmin Henriette, Baroness van Asbeck (1873-1939), who was the granddaughter of the jurist Count Dirk van Hogendorp. [1] She spent much of her childhood at The Dorn
E. Van Himstra was married and divorced twice, having three children. Van Himstra, 19, married Junker Hendrik Gustav Adolf Quarles van Oford (1894-1955). [2] They were divorced in 1925. Van Himstra had two sons from this marriage, both born in the Dutch East Indies: Junjher Arnaud Robert Alexander Quarles van Oford (1920-1979), married to Maria Margarita Monet (1919-
2006),[3] with the case: Michael Allan Quar Ayles van Offord (born July 17, 1945)[4] Evelyn Joyce Quarles van Offord (born August 2, 1947)[5] John Jür's Ian Edgar Bruce Quarles van Offord (1924-2010) Married to Yvonne Schultz (1928-2000)[7][8] with a case: Audrey Yvonne Quarles van Overford (born May 10, 1954)[9] Sandra Claire Quarles van Overford (born October 15,
1954) Andrew Ian Quarles Van Offord (born January 6, 1967) married Van Himstra II Joseph Victor Anthony Ruston (1889-1980) (later Hepburn Ruston) on September 24, 1926 in Batavia, Java, East Indies of the Netherlands. They divorced on June 24, 1939[10] and had one daughter: Audrey Kathleen Ruston (May 4, 1929- January 20, 1993), known as Audrey Hepburn Life
later in the early 1960s she lived in Los Angeles with her boyfriend Leonard Gerchi and later in San Francisco where she did volunteering for soldiers returning from Vietnam. When she visited Los Angeles she was entertained by friends like George Cukor, Mrs. Mildred Knopf (wife of Edwin H. Knopf) and Veronique Beck. She spent the rest of her life at her daughter's home in
Tuloshnaz, Switzerland, where she died in 1984. [11] Audrey accompanied her mother's body to the Netherlands for the funeral. His name was Lady Ella's honour of the most venerable medal of St. John's Hospital by Queen Elizabeth II on September 7, 1971. [12] [13] The ancestors of The Ancestors of Alice a Lila van Himstra 8. Julius Johan van Himstra, Baron van Himstra 4.
Willem Hendrik Johan, Baron van Himstra 9. Henrietta Filipina Jacoba, Baroness Van Balland 2. Arnaud van Himstra, Baron van Himstra 10. Junjhir Arnaud Jean de Beaufort (1799-1866) 5. Wilhelmina Cornelia de Beaufort 11. Anna Alida Stubb 1. Ella van Himstra, Baroness van Himstra 12. Tjalling Minnie Watzi Van Asbeck, Tut Bergen en Munsterhausen 6. Gerrit Ferdinand,
Baron van Aspic 13. Elbrig Beinema 3. Elbrig Willemin Henriette, Baroness van Asbeck 14. Count Dirk van Hogendorp (1797-1845) 7. Junkafroro Caroline van Hogendorp 15. Marianne Kathryn van Hogendorp References ^ Segers, Yup. Himstra, Arnaud Jan Ann Alede Baron Van (1871-1957). Historici.nl. See it on October 23, 2013. ^ Junker Hendrik Gustav Adolf Quarles van
Oford. The Perzage was seen on February 2, 2014. ^ Paris, Aryanidore. Audrey Hepburn, p. 163. Redmak 0-75281-540-7. ^ Paris, Ariendore. Audrey Hepburn, p. 32. Redmak 0-75281-540-7. ^ Paris, Ariendore. Audrey Hepburn, p. 163. Redmak 0-75281-540-7. ^ Ian Van Offork Quarles obituary. Times. Accessed April 21, 2015. ^ Paris, Ariendore. Audrey Hepburn, p. 164.
Redmak 0-75281-540-7. ^ Ian Edgar Bruce Quarles. Genilogi online. Archived from the original version on March 10, 2016. Accessed February 4, 2014. ^ Paris, Ariendore. Audrey Hepburn, p. 164. Redmak 0-75281-540-7. ^ Ella Barons van Himstra. The Perzage was seen on February 2, 2014. ^ Paris, Aryerireor. Audrey Hepburn of Paris Paris. No. 9781101127780. See it on
February 2, 2014. ^ [1] ^[2] External Links Ella Hasmestra on THIS article about a person from the Netherlands [a] rule . Ao navegar em nosso site, você concorda com o uso de cookies. Se você precisar de mais informações e / ou não quiser que os cookies sejam colocados ao usar o site, visite a página da Política de Privacidade. In the 1950s, Audrey Hepburn's face was
sprayed on magazines around the world. It was a big hit that was new to have a Harper's Bazaar style, 1956 readers, at the beginning of this year, I had entertained the idea of writing a biography of Audrey Hepburn (1929-1993) and the five years she spent in the Nazi-occupied Netherlands as an underground resistance agent. After reading several biographies about Audrey, I
was familiar with the threads about being a courier for the Dutch Resistance Movement against German occupation and participating in secret dance performances to raise money for the cause. I must say that after scouring tons of resources- bios, interview Old Hollywood magazine articles – I'm not sure that Audrey actually participated in any underground activities to fight
against the Germans. At first, she was only 11 years old when the war began and sixteen when it ended. Her name — nor her mother's — does not appear in any government list of resistance activists. Audrey's true experience of World War II the fact that Audrey did not work in the Dutch resistance in World War II should not detract from the knowledge that the war had a
significant impact on Audrey's physical, mental and emotional health. She suffered the horrors of war like any other citizen in a war zone. Germans were everywhere with guns with bayonets and attack dogs barking. Everyone's freedoms were restricted. There was no way to get real news as the newspapers were under Nazi control and full of propaganda. The BBC in England
broadcast credible news, but the Nazis confiscated radios. Audrey saw people being executed in the streets and Jewish families loaded with cattle cars bound for death camps. German Nazis are dreaming of Dutch Jews for deportation to death camps in Poland. World War II. The photo is undated. One of her brothers hid to avoid being deported to a German labour camp. The
other brother was deported to Germany. Her uncle was arrested, imprisoned, and then killed in retaliation for the saboteurs. Sometimes 900 planes a day flew over Arnhem, German, American and British planes, often engaged in vicious dog battles and crashed nearby. The Battle of Arnhem raged through the streets of the city and the flimsy cities. In the winter of 1944-1945,
20,000 Dutch people died of starvation. There was no food to eat. Schools were closed and trains were not running so no food was delivered.  People who have a diet of 500 calories a day. It was reduced to eating bread made from flour from crushed tulip lamps.  That winter of hunger, there was no wood to build a fire to heat one room in the house. It was a very difficult time, as
the Germans took over people's homes and forced large groups of people to gather together in small dwellings. The Dutch strip the tram rails off the street for use in firewood. This was the last year of the war, a desperate period of food and scarce resources known in the winter of hunger, 1944-1945. Audrey almost died of hunger and her body, as a teenager at the time, had not
developed sufficiently and had not fully recovered from deprivation. Her rib cage was retarded, and she suffered from an eating disorder throughout her life. She was so malnourished that her ankles swelled and she could barely walk. She kept stretch marks on her ankles as the skin stretched from edema. She suffered from anemia and respiratory problems as well. The Nazis
asked all Dutch over the age of 15 to carry the i.d. card here Audrey in 15. Her card does not carry the damned message, J, for the Jews, which would characterize her deportation to the East on charges of gas in Auschwitz. 1944 Long after the war ended, it did not have stamina. She continued to eat binge, as she herself said: she couldn't eat a single scoop of the jelly jar. She
had to eat and eat until the jar was empty! She then gets fat, then diet herself back to the thinness of the rail so she can compete in the worlds of ballet, modeling, stage, and screen. She was forever nervous, chocolate adored most of all, worked hard, chain smokers, and died of cancer at a relatively young age of 63. What they tried to make us believe about Audrey's war in
interviews, Audrey did not volunteer that she was a resistance agent. She did not talk about the war days these stories were born mostly in the 1950s by her Hollywood publicity, which appear swells in popular magazines such as Modern Screen and Photoplay. Although the stories were mostly false, they entered the general science, were repeated in material after article, thus
gaining an undeserved air of originality. Some stories include: Audrey helped an Allied pilot dropped into the woods. She confronted a German patrol on the way and pretended to be picking flowers only. Audrey was almost deported by the Germans, hid Audrey in a cellar for a month with a few apples to eat to avoid being picked up by a Nazi patrol that wanted her as a cook.
Audrey handed illegal newspapers on her bike, Audrey danced in black houses to an audience that did not clap for fear of being discovered by the Nazis (Audrey claims that this part is true; how many times she did, though, once? Too, also, she had a Dutch Nazi ballet teacher, so I doubt she would have consented to Audrey dancing for resistance.) However, this resistance factor
that challenged life, parties to the country and relatives was only present in magazine articles. Audrey Hepburn was an invention of Hollywood, and the irony is that Audrey's experience in World War II didn't need any beautification. It is a story of great stamina, courage in the face of daily fear. The lies about her involvement with the Dutch resistance were not audrey's fault making
legends was a show of works in the 1950s. Hollywood wanted to take control of Hollywood, wanted its leading ladies clean, and if they could keep it that way, Audrey would be a big star. February 12, 1952 Look Magazine featuring a rising Hollywood star, Audrey Hepburn's Hollywood photo machine went to overdrive creating the legend of Audrey Perfect, the resistance factor, to
cover the embarrassing truth about her past and roots. They claimed her father was an international banker (lie) and that her mother was a Dutch noblewoman (which is true, but no one mentions that she loves the rich Playboy). This legend was created because Audrey Hepburn had a lot of skeletons around shaking in her wardrobe. As it turns out, her parents — Dutch baroness
Ella Van Himstra and her British husband Joseph Anthony Ruston — did some very bad things with some very bad people before and during World War II. Neither was the respectable father of audrey the little and the lovely father of Audrey Hepburn in the Alps, 1927: Joseph Anthony Victor Ruston (later Hepburn-Ruston) Dutch barbar Ella van Hemstra and her daughter, Audrey
Ruston (Hepburn) in 1953, Audrey won the Best Actress Oscar for her first American film, Roman Holiday. Even a hint of a scandal would have jeopardized Audrey's budding career; What her parents really were like the truth can now be said: Audrey's parents were lovers of the notorious British fascist, Sir Oswald Mosley, a Hitler wisher, who was called his followers Butter (The
British Union of Fascists or BUF). Mosley, like Hitler, blamed the Jews for all the problems Britain faced. There was no truth to this brutal lie, but this is how fascists always derive their strength in the short term, by turning one group of citizens against another. In October 1934, Mosley was losing his power politically, so, in order to keep his followers and funding, anti-Semitic
rhetoric escalated. At london's Albert Hall, he addressed a large crowd, saying: I openly and openly challenge Jewish interest in this country that leads trade, leads the press, leads cinema, leads the City of London, and leads commercial factories. (1) Oswald Mosley and his black marches to stir up hatred against British Jews and communists. 1936 What Audrey's parents did for
her sixth birthday Audrey Ruston (Hepburn) California 1936 Audrey Ruston Hepburn turned to six years old on May 4, 1935 in Brussels, Belgium, but none of her parents were there with her to celebrate. Ella and Joe were touring Germany with a delegation from Mosley BUF. They were there to observe what the Nazis had done in restoring the German economy. Along with the
infamous Mitford unit of England, Hitler's Navel, they toured autobahns, factories, schools, and residential developments. Adolf Hitler and the British citizen and the Macron, the Unit of Mitford. Undated photo, California. 1938 Then Audrey Hitler's parents met himself at the House of Brown Nazis in Munich. A picture of Ella was taken in front of the brown house, showing her with
her friends Unit and Pam Mitford. On her return, Ella put the picture in a silver frame and proudly displayed it at her home. Shortly after Audrey's parents returned from Germany, her father and mother were fighting terribly. Audrey's father went out on the family, leaving her, her mother, and two to support themselves. (This was Ella's second marriage.) Some said that Joe was a
big moustache and that's why the split was caused by others saying he was a womanizer, with a lover or two on the side. Worse still, It was rumored that The Dutch Queen Wilhelmina had spoken to Ella's father, the Baron, about Joe's embarrassing policy and told him to tell Ella to end the marriage. Chances are, however, that Joe just wants to be free of local entanglements to
pursue his rabid anti-communist agenda. At that time, he was very active in the Belgian fascist party, Rexts. He would soon split his time between Belgium and England. Audrey remembers that her mother sobbed for days, mourning the loss of another husband. But Ella must have recovered from herself fairly quickly because, four months later, she returned to Germany with the
Mitford sisters, this time to witness the Nuremberg Rally military competition (and has a quick fleeting relationship with the sexy and younger journalist Mickey Byrne). British citizens at the Nuremberg Rally, Germany, 1935-1935. The second from left is Diana Mitford, who marries Sir Oswald Mosley. The third from left is journalist Michael (Mickey) Burning. On her return to
Brussels, Ella wrote a noisy editorial in Blackshirt, glorifying Hitler's virtues: in Nuremberg... What stuck me forcibly between the million and the impressions I received there were (a) the wonderful physique of every single man and woman he saw, on parades or on the street; and (b) the refreshing atmosphere around one, and the absolute freedom from any form of mental stress
or depression. These people certainly live in spiritual comfort.... From Nuremberg I went to Munich.... I didn't hear a word angry.... They [the German people] are happy.... Well, Adolf Hitler may be proud of the rebirth of this great country... (2) Ella's article appeared in the second column of Blackshirt. On her right, in the third column, this anti-Jewish propaganda fantasy allegedly
written by a person named H. Saunders emerged: I walked along Oxford Street, Piccadilly, and Coventry Street last Saturday and thought I had stepped into a foreign country. A Jew who converted to Christianity becomes a hidden Jew, and a greater danger. Jews invade England without war.... (2) What Ella did then in 1939, Baroness Ella van Himstra, now divorced, moved with
Audrey to Arnhem, the Netherlands, where her parents lived. Ella's noble father and volume, Baron van Himstra, was mayor of Arnhem from 1910-1920. Audrey's maternal ancestors, Baroness Elbrig van Aspic and Baron Arnaud van Himstra, pictured in Suriname (Dutch East Indies) where the Baron was governor from 1920-28. Then, in May 1940, the Nazis invaded the
Netherlands. Ella and Audrey spend the entire war years in Arnhem, (1940-1945) yet they will not live with Audrey A lot of time. In May 1940, the Nazis invaded the Netherlands. Unfortunately, there were Dutch citizens sympathetic to the Nazi Party. Here they provide invading troops with nazi salutes. These Nazi sympathizers were called NSBers. They were cooperative and were
always spying for the Nazis. In May 1940 although he was, earlier, somewhat pro-German in his outlook, Baron van Himstra had changed his views. When the Nazis occupied Arnhem, they tried to force him to become the manager of a disgraced charity called Winterhill. However, the Baron rejected this position. In early 1942, the Germans retaliated and retaliated, confiscating
many of his land, houses, bank accounts, shares and even jewelry. German soldiers were housed in his large house in Ziegbandal and forced to move into his country's homes in the small villages of Philp and Osterbeck. Zypendaal Castle in Arnhem, Netherlands. This was audrey's maternal grandparents' house. Ella, on the other hand, had none of her father's integrity. She
loved drinking and she liked to have a good time. The way she saw it, the Germans had all the good things they lacked. Unlike the average Dutch person, German officers drank real coffee, real tea and champagne. They also had cars and gasoline to put in, while Dutch citizens could neither even take their bikes out of the street without being taken away by the Germans. Ella
loved the good life and german officers could give it to her. I had a public out-of-time outing of them, brought them into the family home, went out in their cars, even crossed the border and drove to Germany for entertainment. They even organized a cultural evening in Düsseldorf, Germany, along with the regional president of the Dutch Nazi Party (NSDAP). She was ruthless in the
pursuit of pleasure. The illegal press of the Dutch resistance suspected that the Baroness was an agent of the Gestapo (Nazi secret police). She worked for the German Red Cross at the Diakonisenhuis Hospital in Arnhem, nursing wounded German soldiers. Before the war, Ella had already displayed a nazi swastika and a German eagle on the wall of her home in Arnhem. (3) It
was worse than worse. This is the house and the atmosphere in which Audrey aroused the delicate. Hatred was largely against the Van Himstra family because of Ella's Nazi sympathy and cooperation with the Germans, so much so that when the Allies liberated Arnhem in May 1945, the Baron had to hang his head in shame. He felt compelled to leave the city and move to The
Hague. 4 Ella Van Himstra and Audrey Hepburn, California, 1946. With the war behind her, Ella focused her energies on establishing relationships with people who could further career daughter Audrey become a prima ballerina, then a model, followed by A movie star. They lived in Amsterdam for a while and then The Hague before settling in London. Audrey Hepburn as a 1952
model what Joe was doing in the meantime, while Audrey's father left his family, managed to get into a lot of legal and financial trouble. From 1935 to 1940, Joe Ruston was involved in several questionable business transactions that continued to fall into the news in the Netherlands, England and Belgium. In 1938, for example, he was being investigated by both the Belgian
Parliament and the British House of Commons for his involvement in a company with financial ties to the Third Reich: his partner at the European News Agency was a Nazi lawyer and a member of the Gestapo. Curiously, a year later, Anthony Ruston officially abandoned the name Anthony Joseph Victor Ruston and adopted the new name of Anthony Joseph Victor Hepburn
Ruston. (6) Ruston claimed to have a Hepburn relative with blood ties to James Hepburn, Earl 4 of Butwell, the fourth husband of Mary, Queen of Scotland. But the claim was false true, there was a marriage of Hepburn in his family line but there was no case in which Ruston is a relative. Perhaps Ruston was trying to prove his Britishness by linking himself to a Scottish king whose
war clouds were gathering over Britain and Ruston was in hot water for his contacts with Germany. In June 1940, the Battle of Britain began, and England was at war with Germany. Anthony Ruston was arrested and imprisoned in England under the Defence Act 18B, and was considered an enemy of the state for his membership of the British Federation of Fascists... And two
adulterers are foreign fascists. (7) He was imprisoned for the second world war, after which he settled in Ireland. Sources: (1) Daly, January Diana Mosley: A biography of Mitford's charming sister who became Hitler's girlfriend and married the leader of the fascists in Britain. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000. P. 195 (2) in Nuremberg, Black Shirt, October 11, 1935. (3) 1557
Domantectolicti Tweedy And Atdorlolog. Stock number 247 Audrey Hepburn.  Gillers Archive. Arnhem, Netherlands. (4) Himstra, Arnaud Jan Ann Alem Baron (1871-1957). Hucans: A Wensey of the Netherlands. (Online) (5) Banned Nazi lawyer 'plays violin beautifully,' Daily Express, March 31, 1938. (Manchester, a British newspaper with a major turnover in the 1930s) 6 London
Gazette, April 21, 1939. (7) Public Record, Reference #KV 2/3190. National Archives, Kew, UK for more boons about Audrey Hepburn, click here. Read the full Post » »
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